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pitfalls

template quality
Perez-Novo et al., submitted

primer-dimer formation using SYBR Green I 1-step RT-PCR
DNA contamination of RNA preparations

Vandesompele et al., Analytical Biochemistry, 2002
primer design

RTPrimerDB: public database of primers and probes
http://medgen.ugent.be/rtprimerdb/
Pattyn et al., Nucleic Acids Research, 2003
secondary structures amplicons
Hoebeeck et al., Laboratory Investigation, 2005

splice isoform quantification
Vandenbroucke et al., Nucleic Acids Research, 2001

normalisation of gene expression levels
Vandesompele et al., Genome Biology, 2002

data-analysis
qBASE (Hellemans et al., in preparation)



normalization: what’s the problem ?

gene-specific (biological) variation
non-specific (technical) variation

RNA quantity & quality
RT efficiency
PCR efficiency (inhibitors)



normalization: what’s the solution ?

many different strategies
reference gene concept

most popular
captures most variation

attention!
reference genes (might) vary in expression
(until recently) non-validated reference genes were used
(assuming stable expression)



normalisation: our (geNorm) solution

framework for qPCR gene expression normalisation using the reference 
gene concept (Genome Biology, 2002):

quantified errors related to the use of a single reference gene
(> 3 fold in 25% of the cases; > 6 fold in 10% of the cases)
developed a robust algorithm for assessment of expression stability of 
candidate reference genes
proposed the geometric mean of at least 3 reference genes for 
accurate and reliable normalisation



real-life internal controls

quantitative RT-PCR analysis of 10 reference genes (belonging to different 
functional and abundance classes) on 85 samples < 13 different human 
tissues
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15 fold difference between A and B if normalized 
by only one gene (ACTB or HMBS)



real-life internal controls

single reference gene normalization error

up to 3 fold in 25% of the cases
up to 6.4 fold in 10% of the cases



the need for multiple reference genes

given the extreme sensitivity, reproducibility and large dynamic range of 
quantitative RT-PCR
the observed expression differences between so-called housekeeping 
genes
absence of sufficient data to determine the biological significance of 2- to 
3-fold expression differences

we propose the use of multiple reference genes for accurate normalization

which, how many, how?



robust assumption-free parameter

assess the (standard) variation of the reference gene
> assume equal input of equal quality RNA

compare 2 (or more) reference genes



geNorm expression stability parameter

pairwise variation V  (between 2 genes)

gene stability measure M
average pairwise variation V of a gene with all other genes

gene A gene B

sample 1 a1 b1 log2(a1/b1)

sample 2 a2 b2 log2(a2/b2)

sample 3 a3 b3 log2(a3/b3)

… … … …

sample n an bn log2(an/bn)

standard deviation = V



geNorm

automated analysis
ranking of candidate reference genes according to their stability
determination of how many genes are required for reliable normalization

medgen.ugent.be/~jvdesomp/genorm/



geNorm
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ranking of candidate reference genes according to their stability



geNorm

determination of the optimal number of reference genes



geNorm validation

robust – insensitive to outliers
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geNorm validation

purpose of normalization: removal of non-specific variation



geNorm validation

comparison with microarray normalization factors



geNorm validation

cancer patients survival curve
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normalisation using multiple stable reference genes

people really start to pay attention to the problem and are willing to deal 
with the issue

> 130 citations of our Genome Biology (2002) paper
> 1300 geNorm downloads in 40 countries

other approaches
Global Pattern Recognition (Akilesh et al., Genome Research, 2003)
BestKeeper (Pfaffl et al., Biotechnology Letters, 2004)
Normfinder (Andersen et al., Cancer Research, 2004)
Szabo et al., Genome Biology, 2004

present mathematical (linear mixed-effects) models to further analyze
candidate reference genes

log yij = µ + Ti + Gj + εij







automated data-analysis

limitations current qPCR gene expression analysis tools

only one reference gene
limited to one run/plate
limited number of samples or genes
fixed number of replicates
dedicated for one instrument
lack of data quality controls

replicate variability
standard curve
NTC control

cumbersome data import
lack of experiment archive
inaccurate error propagation / quantification
limited visualisation / rescaling
closed architecture



automated data-analysis

qBASE: qPCR data analysis and database-like software for gene 
expression analysis

96/384/rotor-based formats
unlimited number of genes/samples/replicates
multiple reference genes for normalization
accurate error propagation and quantification
easy exchange of data between different users
database of raw data (Ct values) from all your qPCR runs organised 
into projects and experiments
data quality controls
data-analysis from multiple runs
rescaling and re-ordering options for result visualisation
free for non-commercial use
open source



experiment browser

hierarchical organisation: projects > experiments > runs
database of raw (Ct) data (instrument export files)



plate view & editing

sample name, gene name, sample type (NTC, UNKN, STD), STD quantity
easy editing



options



raw data list – quality controlled



main view

samples and (reference) genes (from multiple runs belonging to the same 
experiment)
data processing workflow



standard curve – efficiency estimation



result viewer



tabulated expression levels

ready for export to other 
applications (e.g. 
dedicated statistical 
software)
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